Most analyses of Luganda treat it as a tone language. Recent studies also show that it has features which seem to make it possible to characterize it as a "pitch accent language". Further, McCawley [1970] suggests that languages may have a pitch accent system up to some point in the ordering of its rules and thereafter have a tonal system: the claim is also made that Luganda is a tone language starting from a very early point in the ordering of its rules. This claim is re-examined and the nature of various accent modification rules in Luganda are investigated. It is concluded that McCawley's claim is acceptable only when one is accounting for pitch in words. Furthermore, it is shown that Luganda has several processes which modify accent thus postponing the stage at which the language ceases to be a pitch accent language to become a tone language.

1. Introduction

Previous studies of Luganda prosody have generally been made with the assumption that Luganda is a "tone language" which, according to Pike [1948:3], is "a language having lexically significant, contrastive, but relative pitch on each syllable." Thus Luganda is a tone language since, according to the above definition, the acoustic difference between each of the pairs of words given in (1), where pitch is indicated by profile, is purely one of pitch:

(1) i. (a) ku bala
    (b) ku bal a
    'to count'

    ii. (a) ku wo la
    (b) ku w o la
    'to lend money'

    iii. (a) njala
    (b) nj al a
    'hunger'

    'nails/claws'

In the above examples an initial segment with a low pitch is followed, in the case of (a) of each pair, by high pitch throughout, while in the case...
of (b) of each pair, the initial low pitched segment is followed first by a high pitched segment and then by a low pitched segment.

More recent studies on the other hand, using criteria other than the shape of the informational nature of the acoustic signal in characterizing the prosodic system of the language, have shown that Luganda possesses features that would seem to make it possible to characterize it as a "pitch accent language". The decision to characterize Luganda in this way rests, first of all, on a consideration of the kind of information that is needed, with respect to pitch, by the underlying lexical representations of morphemes in the language. McCawley [1964] says that if the underlying form of each morpheme in a language requires at most the specification of some pitch phenomenon, for example the location of a high pitch or a drop in pitch, then the language being considered has a pitch accent system. Such a language would be quite different from one where the morphemes would require an underlying representation in which each syllable must be specified for underlying pitch. So that in a pitch accent language the information which must be recorded in the dictionary is at most the location of some "accented" syllable. Such information may, of course, be even less than the marking of the accent—information as to which syllable is accented may be indicated indirectly by a morphological feature; or no information at all may need marking in languages where accent is totally predictable. In these cases a rule will then be utilized to mark some syllable as accented on the basis of other information in the dictionary entry.3

The second key factor in deciding whether or not a language has a pitch accent system derives from a consideration of the type of rule or


3 Languages where accent or prominence patterns can be related to pitch distinctions in one vowel of each word and where, as a result, the surface manifestation of pitch can be accounted for in a very general way, have been reported in other related Bantu languages: (Safwa) Voorhoeve [1973]; (Kinga) Schadeberg [1973]; (Haya) Byarushengo, and Hyman, and Tenenbaum [1976]; (Kinyarwanda) Kimenyi [1976].
rules that are needed to derive a phonetic representation given the information relating to pitch that is contained in the underlying representations. Thus if among the rules modifying accent are accent reduction rules with the effect of inserting accent on some syllable while reducing all other accents in the domain of that rule by one degree, this would mean that the language being considered, while it may or may not be partially tonal, has a pitch accent system at some stage in the derivation of its surface pitch. McCawley [1964] had classified languages according to their phonological rule systems into tonal languages, as those in which rules that do assimilations and dissimilations on pitch levels are to be found, and pitch accent languages, where accent reduction rules operate. McCawley [1970:529], in citing examples of languages incorporating both types of rule systems, however, dismisses the earlier classification and admits that it is impossible to make such a classification non-arbitrarily. Nevertheless, McCawley adds, "it will be possible to speak of a language as having a pitch accent system up to some point in the ordering of its rules and having a tonal system from that point onwards in the rules. Languages could then be classified according to how early in their grammars the point occurred at which they became tone languages". In the same study McCawley puts forward the view that Luganda is a tone language starting from a very early point in the ordering of its rules.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the nature of the various processes or rules that modify accent in Luganda. During the course of the investigation it will be shown that McCawley's conclusion regarding the stage at which Luganda becomes a tone language may be acceptable only when one is accounting for pitch in words. If one is dealing with stretches longer than the word, one finds that, apart from the "one very early accent reduction rule" mentioned by McCawley, Luganda has other processes that modify accent, thus postponing the stage at which the language ceases to be a pitch accent one to become a tone language.

4If this rule, McCawley [1970:59] further says, "as far as I know, the rule which deaccents a noun before a possessive is the only accent reduction rule Luganda has".
2. Accent Assignment

Talking about Luganda verb-words, Heny [1970:175] says that "there is just one fall in tone from high to low in each surface verb-word. Once the position of this drop in tone is fixed, the tone of the other syllables can be determined." This means that provided an initial marking is made to the word form, the pitches of certain segments, both before and after the accented segment, need not be determined individually syllable by syllable, but rather they may be predicted by rules: after the accented segment, everything is low pitched,\(^5\) while everything up to the accented segment is high pitched except for certain segments occurring initially, and are themselves not accented and are specified as low pitched either in the dictionary or by rules; where in a word there is no accented segment, everything is high pitched except for the initial mora\(^6\) which is always low. The accented segment is identified with the high pitch in a high-low pitch sequence in the pitch profiles and will be indicated informally elsewhere by an acute mark ('). In this paper, we will not dwell specifically on how this initial marking to a

\(^5\)This pitch profile is possible only when "sentence" intonation is used. With this type of intonation, for example, items such as \(\text{lii} \text{iso} '\text{eye}', \text{ekibegabega} '\text{shoulder}', \text{obumanyirivu} '\text{expertise}'\) would have the following pitch transcriptions respectively: \(\text{lii} \text{iso}, \text{ekibegabega}, \text{obumanyirivu}\). In making their pitch transcriptions, the majority of past studies in Luganda have marked items using a "list" intonation which means that the list of items quoted above would be transcribed as follows: \(\text{lii} \text{iso}, \text{ekibegabega}, \text{obumanyirivu}\). The use of sentence intonation is reserved for items with the potential of occurring as fully independent utterances while list intonation is used when the item involved forms part of a list of other items to be enumerated. Indeed going through a list of items with an informant, as most transcribers of Luganda pitch no doubt have done, automatically conditions the informant to render his answers with the type of intonation most appropriate for the task at hand: enumerating a list of items, actions, etc. Since in Luganda even individual words may form complete sentences on their own, it seems more appropriate that the type of pitch transcription based on a sentence intonation should be used, sentence intonation thus being regarded as the most neutral type of intonation. Accordingly all words and phrases in this paper have been transcribed on the basis of their sentence intonation.

\(^6\)A mora is a unit of phonological distance defined in loose terms by McCawley [1968:58] as "something of which a long syllable consists of two and a short syllable consists of one". In Luganda each mora would therefore consist of either a consonant or a glide followed by a vowel, or a vowel alone, or a syllabic consonant.
Luganda word is accomplished since the rules being considered, although they depend on the presence of the accent in a word, will operate irrespective of how the accent is assigned in the first place.

3. Accent Shift

One process that has been overlooked by those studies which have characterized Luganda as being, at least partially, a pitch accent language, is one which involves the shifting of the accented segment from its original position in a word to a new position in environments larger than the word. The process of accent shift, for example, occurs when an accented noun is followed by one of the following post-positional genitive pronouns: -ange 'my', -affe 'our', -ammwe 'your' (plural), -abwe 'their'. Let us consider the examples in (2):

(2) Original accent  | Accent shift   | Pitch profile
---|---|---
kutúu | kutúu kwaange | kutúu kwaange
'ear' | kibiináa | kibiináa kyaange | kibiináa kyaange
'class' | kibónerezo | kibónerezo kyaange | kibónerezo kyaange
'punishment' | ekibégabega | ekibégabega kyaange | ekibégabega kyaange
'shoulder' | obutúkuvu | obutúkuvu bwaaffe | obutúkuvu bwaaffe
'holliness' | obutúkuvu bwaaffe | obutúkuvu bwaaffe

---

7This is a complex subject. Preliminary attempts to deal with it have been made by Heny [1970] and Kafema [1974] and also in my paper "On accent assignment in Luganda" (in preparation).

8Certain orthographic conventions regulating the non-doubling of vowels in certain contexts are deliberately ignored in this paper, representing long vowels in all contexts by doubled vowels. This facilitates, among other things, the marking of gliding pitches as sequences of level pitches distributed over the two vowels involved.

9This and similar items quoted with an initial vowel in this paper belong to the traditional Tone Class C in which if the noun or adjective stem is preceded by a CV-type class prefix, the presence or absence of the initial vowel leads to a change in pitch pattern, viz. ekibégabega as opposed to kibégabega, obutúkuvu as opposed to butúkuvu in all other cases, the presence or non-presentation of the initial vowel does not alter the pitch profile, hence our decision to exclude it in these examples.
In all the above examples the original accent of the word is shifted from its original position to the very last mora before the genitive pronoun.

There are, however, certain exceptions to this general process. The first exception is found in the case of stems which are made up of two syllables with the structure CV.CV. When such stems are followed by any of the post-positional genitive pronouns, the accent does not shift from its original position as the items in (3) illustrate:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original accent</th>
<th>Accent shift</th>
<th>Pitch profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mukázi</td>
<td>mukázi waange</td>
<td>mukázi waange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'wife'</td>
<td>'my wife'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bifúba</td>
<td>bifúba byaabwe</td>
<td>bifúba byaabwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'cheests'</td>
<td>'their chests'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emigúgu</td>
<td>emigúgu gyammwe</td>
<td>emigúgu gyammwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'luggage'</td>
<td>'your luggage'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omuwála</td>
<td>omuwála waange</td>
<td>omuwála waange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'girl'</td>
<td>'my girl'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second case involving no accentual shift is found among nouns of foreign origin. In Luganda, nouns of foreign origin seem to sub-divide themselves accentually into two categories depending on the type of structure the accented syllable has. In all cases, it is the last but one syllable that is accented with the accent being inserted on the first mora where the affected syllable consists of a geminate vowel cluster or on the only vowel of a syllable with no geminate vowel cluster. This categorization is also reflected once such nouns are placed before the genitive pronouns under consideration: there is accentual shift in all those items originally accented on the first mora of a geminate vowel cluster and no accentual shift in items accented on the last but one vowel of syllables with no geminate vowel cluster as the examples in (4a) and (4b) illustrate respectively:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original accent</th>
<th>Accent shift</th>
<th>Pitch profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. bapulíisi</td>
<td>&lt; (English: bapulíisi bammwe</td>
<td>bapulíisi bammwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'policeman'</td>
<td>police</td>
<td>'your policeman'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thus, apart from these exceptions which would have to be marked as
eXceptional to the rule to accent shift, we need a rule of accent shift
such that before a genitive pronoun, accented nouns have their accents
shifted from their original positions on to the very last mora of the
stem. Before attempting to formulate this rule in more formal terms,
let us examine another process that modifies accent in Luganda phrases.

4. Accent Reduction

Consider first the genitive phrases in (5) in which the possessing
noun is separated from the possessed noun by a genitive particle -a:

(5) Original accent          Accent reduction          Pitch profile
kikópo ;  mukázi           kikopo kyaa mukázi      kíkopo kyaa mukázi
'cup'  'woman'
musáwo ; baserikále       musawo waa baserikále    muwàso waa baseri kalé
'doctor' 'soldiers'
migugúu ; bagoléé          migugu gyaa bagoléé      mi gugu gyaa bagolé é
'baggage' 'brides'
lubaláza ; njúu            lubalaza lwaa njúu        lu balaza lwaa nju
'verandah' 'house'

In (5), in spite of the fact that each of the constituent nouns in the
genitive phrases is accented, only one accent—the right-most accent—is manifested. The same phenomenon is observable in "compound nouns" as
illustrated in (6):
5. The Role of Syntax in Accent Modification

It is possible to assume that the accentual modification processes, that we have dealt with, will operate irrespective of syntactic environment. This, however, is not quite the case. In Luganda there is, for example, a distinction between \textit{mukazi muku lu} 'elderly woman' and \textit{mukazi mukulu} 'the woman is old'. In both cases, we have exactly the same elementary constituents. There is, however, a difference in the way in which these constituents are combined which is reflected in the different surface structures in (7):

\[
(7) \begin{array}{c}
\text{(a)} \quad \text{Original accent} & \quad \text{Accent reduction} & \quad \text{Pitch profile} \\
mukázi ; mukulu & mukazi mukulu & \text{mukazi mukulu} \\
\text{'woman' 'elderly'} & \text{mukazi mukulu} & \text{‘elderly woman’} \\
\text{iíiso ; ddéne} & \text{liíiso ddéne} & \text{liíiso ddéne} \\
\text{'eye' 'big'} & \text{‘eye’ 'big'} & \text{‘eye’ 'big'} \\
\text{mafúta ; míngi} & \text{mafuta míngi} & \text{mafuta míngi} \\
\text{'goods' 'many'} & \text{‘goods’ 'many'} & \text{‘goods’ 'many'} \\
mutwée ; munéne & mutwe munéne & \text{mutwe munéne} \\
\text{'head' 'big'} & \text{‘head’ 'big'} & \text{‘head’ 'big'} \\
\end{array}
\]

In (7a) where both the noun and adjective belong to the category "Noun Phrase" the phonological rules must yield a surface pitch contour in which there is only one accented segment: \textit{mukazi mukulu}; while in (7b) where both constituents belong to the category "Sentence" the phonological rules
must give a surface pitch contour in which there are two accented segments: $\text{mu}kâ\text{i}\text{mu}k\text{u}l\text{u}$. In fact all the examples quoted so far portray this same dependence on syntax with regard to accentual modification with the genitive constructions in section 3 having the post-positional genitive element accented on the first mora, once the constituents Noun and Genitive Pronoun both belong to the category Sentence. So, the process of accent shift and accent reduction seem to operate only when the constituents involved both come under the immediate domination of the category Noun Phrase.

6. Nature of the Rules

6.1. Accent reduction. In order to account for the state of affairs in (5) and (6) it is possible to assume that each item goes through the accent assignment processes with the result that each item would contain one primary accent. If, at this stage, we have a rule in the grammar with the effect of reducing the accent on the first item from primary to secondary, then we should end up with noun phrases manifesting both primary and secondary accents—primary accent being situated on the second accented segment and secondary accent being located on the first accented segment as in (8) where primary accent is marked as 1 and secondary accent as 2:

(8) a. $\text{mu}kâ\text{i}\text{mu}k\text{u}l\text{u}$ 'elderly woman'

b. $\text{ki}k\text{o}\text{po}\text{ kyaa} m\text{u}kâ\text{zi}$ 'the woman's cup'

If accent placement is one that places primary accent rather than weakening accent, and if the following convention is adopted: "when primary accent is placed in a certain position, then all other accents in the string under consideration at that point are automatically weakened by one", then the rule of accent reduction could be formulated as follows:

(9) Assign primary accent to a primary-accented mora in the context $M \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots )_\text{NP}$

(In this rule $M$ stands for a mora with primary accent and the dash indicates the position of the segment to which the rule applies.)
Rule (9) would assign primary accent to a primary-accented mora which is preceded by another primary-accented mora in a Noun Phrase. By the convention that we stated above, the effect of this rule would be to weaken the other accents in the string to which the rule applies. Thus, the accents in (8a) would be derived as follows:

(10) mukazi muku lu
1. 1 1 Original Accents
2. 2 1 Accent Reduction rule

An approach such as the above, however, makes claims about Luganda phrases that cannot be fully substantiated, namely that the phrases such as the ones under investigation have segments with different degrees of stress. As far as we can tell, no distinction in degrees of stress exist in these phrases. What seems to be the case though is that once the pitch rises on the first accented segment, it remains high on all subsequent segments until after the right-most accented segment when it drops to low. This means in effect that it would be a misrepresentation to continue assigning numerical values to our accented segments. Rather than having a rule such as (9), where primary accent is inserted on a particular segment with the effect of reducing the accent on all other segments in the stretch, the type of accent reduction rule that would be more appropriate for Luganda would be one which has the effect of making one element of a phrase predominant by eliminating the accentual phenomena elsewhere in the stretch to which it applies. The accent reduction rule may be formulated verbally as follows:

(11) Delete the left-most accent in the context of ____ _____ M ____]NP
Thus, instead of the derivation (10) we would have the derivation (12) for the phrase mukazi muku lu:

(12) mukazi muku lu
1. mukazi muku lu Original Accents
2. mukazi muku lu Accent Reduction rule

In fact, the accent reduction rule deletes not just the first accent in a Noun Phrase but all accents occurring before the last accented segment in a stretch to which the rule applies. Furthermore, the accent reduction
rule applies in a cycle, first operating on the innermost bracketed or smallest constituents in a stretch and then on larger constituents, until the maximal domain of the phonological rule is reached. Thus the accents in the phrase \texttt{kikopo kyaa mukazi muku}lu 'the elderly woman's cup', with the constituent structure shown in (13) would be derived as in (14):

(13)

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{NP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{prep} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{NP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{N} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{kikopo} \\
'cup'
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\downarrow \\
\text{NP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{N} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{kyaa} \\
'of'
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\downarrow \\
\text{NP} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{Adj} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{mukazi} \\
'woman'
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\downarrow \\
\text{mukulu} \\
'elderly'
\end{array}\]

(14) \text{kikopo kyaa mukazi mukulu}

1. \text{kikópo kyaa mukázi mukulu} \hspace{1cm} \text{Original Accents}

2. \text{kikópo kyaa mukázi mukulu} \hspace{1cm} \text{First Pass through Cycle}

3. \text{kikópo kyaa mukázi mukulu} \hspace{1cm} \text{Second Pass through Cycle}

First, accent is assigned individually to nouns and adjectives in the construction. The accent reduction rule, operating on the next largest constituent during the first pass through the cycle, deletes the left-most accent in the phrase NP [mukázi mukulu]. During the second pass through the cycle, the accent reduction rule operates on the phrase NP [kikópo kyaa mukázi mukulu] deleting the first accent in the phrase to produce NP [kikópo kyaa mukázi mukulu] where there is only one accented segment.

6.2. Accent shift. With a rule such as (11) having the effect of getting rid of the accent(s) to the left of the accent which is made to predominate in a phrase, and with the right ordering of the rules, the process of accent shift in Luganda may be accounted for by a rule which assigns accent to the final mora of an accented noun followed by a genitive pronoun. If the accent shift rule, which is formulated verbally as (15) is
made to operate before the accent reduction rule, then we would have a stage in our derivation when we have two accent morae on the noun before the genitive element.

(15) Assign accent on the final mora of a noun in the context

\[ \dot{M} \ldots \ldots \; \text{#] \; GEN \; NP} \]

(where \( \dot{M} \) stands for an accent mora and the dash indicates the position of the item to which the rule applies)

If, at this stage, the accent reduction rule is made to operate, then we would end up with only one accent as shown in (16) in accounting for the accent in the phrase ma\[\text{paapaali}\] gaabwe 'their pawpaws':

(16) mapaapaali gaabwe

1. mapaapaali gaabwe Original Accents
2. mapaap\[\text{al}\] gaabwe Accent Shift rule
3. mapaap\[\text{al}\] gaabwe Accent Reduction rule

7. Pitch Assignment

All the processes that we have dealt with in this paper are concerned only with accent and, although they affect pitch in the end, this is only indirectly. Both the accent shift and accent reduction rules are earlier operations in the grammar in comparison with pitch or tonal assignment processes which apply once the processes involving accent assignment and accent modification have operated. These are not the concern of this paper. Nevertheless, an outline of what they are is essential if only to clarify how one moves from the accent modification processes to the actual pitch contours in our phrases.

Pitch assignment rules required in the production of surface pitch in Luganda fall roughly into three categories, applying in the order given here: a) rules that insert pitch on particular segments of words or phrases, b) pitch spreading rules, and c) intonational rules. Prior to the application of these rules, we need a rule or convention that automatically assigns high pitch to any segment specified as [+Accented]. Thus in deriving the pitch contour in the phrase ma\[\text{paapaali}\] gaabwe the pitch assignment rules will utilize, as their input, the output of (16) as
illustrated in (17). The rules in the first category will insert low pitch on the initial syllable(s) of certain word forms utilizing both phonological and morphological information of the segments involved. In this case the class prefix is specified as low. Once the initial low syllable is specified, pitch spreading rules apply specifying as high everything after the initial low up to the accented segment as high and as low everything after the accented segment. At this stage everything in the phrase has been specified for pitch, as being high or low. Finally the third group of rules, which are concerned with phonetic detail, will deal with problems of downdrift and will assign scalar values to segments already specified for pitch.

(17) \text{mapaapálf gaabwe}

1. \text{màpaapaalf gaabwe} \quad \text{Low Pitch on Class Prefix}
2. \text{màpáápaálf gaabwe} \quad \text{High Spreading Rule}
3. \text{màpáápáálf gààbwè} \quad \text{Low Pitch Spreading Rule}
4. \text{\textit{\textdia{3}} \textit{\textdia{2}} \textit{\textdia{1}} \textit{\textdia{1}} \textit{\textdia{1 \uparrow}} \textit{\textdia{\uparrow \downarrow} 4}} \quad \text{Downdrift Rules}

8. Conclusion

In accounting for pitch in Luganda words, the stage at which the language ceases to be a pitch accent language and converts to a tonal system is reached quite early in the derivations since all that is involved here is the specification of the accented segment (if any). Once this is accomplished, the language ceases to behave as a pitch accent system and converts to a tonal system with tonal rules to account for pitch on segments other than the accented segment. In environments longer than the word, however, accounting for the pitch that is manifested at the surface level involves more processes typical of pitch accent languages: apart from specifying the location of the accented segment, we need, before the tonal rules can apply, both an accent shift rule and an accent reduction rule, thus providing evidence to suggest that the stage at which the language switches from a pitch accent system to a tonal one is not as early as previously thought.

In investigating the nature of the various processes that modify accent this paper has also shown or revealed certain characteristics of
these processes not previously revealed or thought likely to operate in Luganda. Specifically, we have shown that the accentual make-up of an utterance in this language is determined in some manner by the surface structure of the particular utterance and that, in general, the accentual shape of a particular unit such as a phrase, is determined by the inherent complex properties of its parts and the way in which these parts are combined, with similar rules operating on units of varying levels of complexity.
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